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Community achievers rewarded
Franz Mairinger
Order of Australia 2005
PIONEER PARK in Kangaroo Valley, to the
establishment of the well equipped DIALYSIS
CENTRE in Nowra, Franz has shown his
leadership qualities.
His encouragement and determination to see a
project succeed, has endeared him to all that
have worked with him.
He is full of praise and respect for the people of
the Valley and the Shoalhaven area, who so
generously gave of their time and money to
ensure that these health facilities became a
reality.
‘This Award is for them’, he says.
Franz pays tribute to the help and
encouragement he has received from his wife,
Larraine, another enthusiastic participator in
many aspects of life in our Community.
We look forward to the official photo after the
Ceremony in September.
Joan Bray

Jane Matthews
Order of Australia 2005
Although he will insist that the
prestigious Award of the ORDER of
AUSTRALIA MEDAL, should be to the
Community, it will be presented to
Franz Mairinger and will most
definitely have his name on it.
Well Done, Franz, we are proud and delighted
that you have been recognised for more than 40
years of Community Service.
From the early years with the BOWRAL FIRE
BRIGADE, to tireless participation with APEX,
LIONS, The SHOW SOCIETY, FIRE
BRIGADE, the COMMUNITY CENTRE and
AMBULANCE STATION, PONY CLUB and
News 1–14

The Honourable Justice Jane Hamilton
Mathews was awarded an Order of
Australia, Officer (AO) in the General
Division in the Queen’s Birthday
Honours 2005, for service to the
judiciary, to the legal profession, to the
University of NSW, and to music.
Jane was born in Wollongong in 1940.
She has had a long association with Kangaroo
Valley and lives part time in Sydney and in
other parts of the world, but it is Kangaroo
Valley which she regards as her main home.
Jane has achieved many milestones in her legal
career, paving the way for women in the law.

Regular columns 16-21

Sport 22-23

She was the first woman to hold the position of
Crown Prosecutor (1977 – 80).
She became the first woman judge in NSW
when she was appointed as a Judge of the NSW
District Court in 1980.
In 1987 she became the first woman Judge on
the Supreme Court of New South Wales, and
only the second woman Supreme Court Judge
in Australia. Amazing achievements!
She remembers the District Court as amongst
the happiest time of her working life.
Her role included sitting on the Equal
Opportunity Tribunal on which she was
involved in precedent-setting judgements.

Directory 24-295

(Continued on page 3)
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This issue of the Valley Voice is the first
in our eleventh year of publication.
Beginning life as a project of the
Community and lifestyle sub committee of
the now defunct Valley Vision, the Valley
Voice alone remains as a continuing
contributor to the richness of life in a small
regional town.
There have been a number of significant
technical changes to the Voice from the initial
publication (as a roneoed folder A4) to the
present format, with other cosmetic changes
such as smaller size and full colour productions
along the way, that have been part of the
evolution of this newspaper.
There have been four Editors of the Valley
Voice in the last decade, beginning with Paul
Marcus, the task then taken up by Win Palmer
and Maureen Brown and continued by the
writer for some time now.
As Editors we have all been aware that the
Voice is the printed forum for the residents of
this valley and we have given space, without
favouritism, to all points of view on all manner
of subjects and that will continue to be the
policy.
The contribution to the longevity and viability
of the paper by the continued support of our
advertisers, our columnists and those who are
content to work solidly behind the scene cannot
be praised too highly.
For July we offer a publication which covers a
number of important issues.
On page 1 we are delighted to report on the
recognition of two Valley folk singled out for
National honours.
There is an update (page 16) from the Lake
Yarrunga Task Force in relation, to the place of
Tallowa Dam and Kangaroo Valley in the wider
scheme of State Government attempts to solve
the water crisis for Sydney, Shoalhaven and the

Letters to the Editor

DEADLINES

state of New South Wales.
This has already raised serious concern to many
in the valley, if, as it seems, the proposed
modifications to the dam are not developed in
consultation with the residents of this beautiful
and important place.
Consultation implies a contribution to the
debate and a chance to influence change.
If we continue to be treated with ignore and
mere lip service, then the mood of the people
could well turn nasty if we are simply going to
have bureaucratic and political bungling shoved
down our throats, in a fait accompli.
What is needed now are facts, not fluffy
statements and theories from political spin
merchants
We need to know the complete (and
undoctored) scenarios about the effects of rising
water levels on properties, access roads, flora
and fauna, tourism operations and the like, (and
conversely at the same time future possible
water restrictions in order to sate Sydney’s
thirst) and the full extent of the impact of the
extension project upon our community.
The review of local talent on show (pages 7 and
9), an interesting (as usual) Kangaroo Tales
(p11) and a mix of community activity reports
supplemented by our regular contributors has
captured again, I believe, the essence of the
industrious enthusiasm that embraces all the
joys and tribulations of life in our valley.
The securing of a major sponsorship by the
Committee of the Pioneer Farm Museum Park
is a feather in their cap (see story page 3).
There is such an air of optimistic determination
by the group and their dedication to preserving
records of previous times for future generations
which drives their commitment to the cause.
We applaud the IMB Community Foundation
for their recognition of the worth of the Park
and the “toilers” who make it happen.
Well done and welcome IMB.
Carl Leddy

One satisfied customer
Dear Editor,

for the August issue of the ‘VOICE’

Advertising,
Wot’s On , Calender
& Sports Report
July 20, 2005

All letters must be signed
by the writer and give
both business and home
phone numbers so letters
can be verified.

Editorial Submissions
July 24, 2005
Please do not leave your
submission
until the last day;
being early is a great help to us.
E-mail kvvoice@shoal.net.au

Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577

Last month - May - I understand that you had
quite a bit of rain in the Valley and wouldn't
you know it - that was the time that I had
chosen to take a few days off from my work
schedule and relax at one of the cabins on the
edge of the Kangaroo Valley Golf Course.
I almost cancelled.....almost.
Well - it rained the whole time - all four days,
but I could not have been happier.
From the moment I drove into the Valley, and
collected the keys to my cabin from a local real
estate agency, to the day I departed and
refuelled my car on the way out of town, each
experience I had over those four days, was
(Continued on page 4)
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On Sunday June 19, a special
Tree Planting Ceremony was
conducted at the Pioneer Park.
The Boyle family, Ian, Sue, Jaxon
and Holly thought the 90th year of
the A.N.Z.A.C Landing at Gallipoli
was an occasion that should be
remembered and honoured with a
permanent tribute, so they donated
two Aleppo pine trees.
These were seedlings from the ‘Lone
Pine’ at Gallipoli and as such are
extremely significant to all
Australians.
One tree was to be planted at the
Primary School, the other at a
Community site.
The A.N.Z.A.C. Committee requested
that this be the Pioneer Park, with its
link to our WW1 servicemen and
women and that a special plaque be
attached.
Thank you Elaine Apperley, Alan
Gilden, Barbara and Gordon Douglass
for your support for this important
Community event.
So on a lovely afternoon, with the last
rays of a winter sun illuminating the
surrounding gums, five year old Jaxon Boyle,
ably helped by his enthusiastic young sister,
Holly, planted this special tree, which will grow
much taller than he, but which will forever bear
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A living A.N.Z.A.C memorial

his name.
Thank you to all the Boyle family for their
thoughtfulness and generosity.
Great community spirit.
Joan Bray

IMB Community Foundation supports
the Pioneer Museum Park
On Thursday 23rd June, Bruno Henke,
Pat Coulter, Allan Gilden and Sheila
Young, four of the hardworking
volunteers at the Museum Park
attended the presentation of cheques to
the organisations the IMB have decided
to support in 2005.
Our thanks to the people involved in the
application for the $12,427 which will be
spent on an automated, interactive sound
system for the Museum.
The "History Alive" system will be supplied
and installed by Nigel Anderson - a recent
resident in the Valley, from North Supply
Communications Group Pty.
The recording and editing of the oral histories

Yarrunga
Task Force
Water
update
Page 16

Page 3

and stories of the district, from our local
residents, will be done by Anna Jarrett, an
international storyteller, film-maker, writer and
educator living in the Shoalhaven.
The schoolroom drama will be written, acted
out, and recorded by the primary school
children of Kangaroo Valley Primary School.
Launch date for this project will be held on

A job well done.
Alan Gilden, Joan Bray and Elaine Apperley
share the magic moment with
Holly and Jaxon Boyle
in the June 2005 ceremony
Saturday 24th September, which will be an
OPEN DAY at the Park, from 11 am to 3 pm.
This is the first Saturday of the school holidays
and during the national History Week
celebrations.
Keep the day free to join in celebrating a further
improvement in this important tourist attraction
to our Valley.
Elaine Apperley

Breaking news
Trivia Night at the Oscars
See page 26

Orders of Australia awarded to Valley folk
(Continued from page 1)

She has held, and still holds, a number of other
significant positions in the law at the national
and international level.
Jane was a Judge of the Federal Court of
Australia from 1994 – 01, and from 1994 to
1999 President of the Commonwealth
Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
She is currently President of the International
Association of Women Judges, and Acting
Judge of the Supreme Court of New South
Wales in a part time capacity, which allows her
to pursue her other passions, the most
significant of which is music.
Jane loves Opera, especially Wagner and the
Ring Cycle.
For many years she has regularly held
gatherings in her home of twenty or so friends
to watch or listen to this series of operas.
She has travelled the world to see many

different productions and is a regular visitor to
Bayreuth, Germany, the ‘home’ of Wagner
music.
Jane is an active patron of the Arts.
She is a member of the Council of the Sydney
Symphony Orchestra and chair of the Advisory
Committee for the Australia Ensemble,
University of NSW.
Jane has sponsored many individual musicians
and has opened her home to various music
groups for fundraising functions.
She was a sponsor for the Adelaide Wagner
Ring Cycle in 1999 and again in 2004.
Jane was Deputy Chancellor of the University
of New South Wales from 1992 to 1999, and
Acting Chancellor during 1995.
We are proud to have Jane as a member of our
Kangaroo Valley community!
Elizabeth George
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memorable - in the very best of ways!!
The cabin was snug - and luxurious (nothing
like rain on the roof!!); there was plenty to do
and see in the surrounding region - which I
found with the help of Valley locals; wine from
a regional winery was good; the chocolate
drinks and fudge I indulged in were wonderful;
and I found each person I encountered - from
Chris in the local pub to Diane at the
homewares shop - to be warm and resourceful.
I loved it.
Thank you for your hospitality.
New friends have been made - and catch-ups
already have happened.
See you all again soon.
Barbara Jones
Sydney

Leonine News
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Since Lions’ sole reason for existence is to
serve our community, we are keen to ensure
that any decision will have community support.
If you have any ideas, please phone Tony
Barnett on 4465 1800 before 12 July.
Awards

Community Centre

We congratulate Franz Mairinger, many times
President of Kangaroo Valley Lions Club, for
receiving a Medal of the Order of Australia in
the Queen’s Birthday Honours for service to the
community of the Shoalhaven Area through
Lions International and through support for
health, emergency services and sporting
facilities.
Kangaroo Valley Community Association A hard act to follow, perhaps, but we wanted
Franz’s contribution to our Club’s activities and
Kangaroo Valley Tourist Association
success to be recognised, too.
Kangaroo Valley Senior Citizens
So at our end of (Lions) year dinner, President
Kangaroo Valley Parents & Citizens
Keith Engelsman presented Franz with the
Association
prestigious Win Tyquin Award, for which the
Good information too late!
Kangaroo Valley Voice
Club made a substantial donation to Lions
The Editor
Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival Committee. Spinal Cord Research – a project close to
Please contact Carolyn Green (Community
Franz’s heart.
In the June issue of the Voice you published an
Centre Facilities Manager) on 4465 1384 to
At the same dinner Jason Horton, our extremely
article, apparently emanating from the office of
arrange bookings.
hard working Service Director, was recognised
Joanna Gash MP, inviting applications for
with the Lion of the Year award.
New
project(s)
grants under the Australian Government’s
Jason, in turn, presented the Service Director’s
“Living in Harmony” initiative.
award to Gayle Harvey, who also received from
Mrs Gash is quoted as saying “The initiative is Rested after a year without a major project,
Keith a President’s Appreciation Award for
Lions will this month be deciding what new
designed to challenge all of us to take a stand
running the Lions Youth of the Year Quest –
against racism, prejudice and intolerance” – an community project or projects to undertake in
this double representing a rare achievement for
the
next
12
months.
admirable objective.
a Lion of such recent standing.
However, the article stated that “Expressions of In last December’s Voice, we asked for
suggestions.
interest close June 3, 2005”.
Tony Barnett
The silence was deafening.
The Voice was distributed on June 8, 2005.
This does nothing to shake my conviction that
the policies of the Australian Government over
the past 9 years have in fact encouraged
racism, prejudice and intolerance.
Yours faithfully Peggy Synold has been voted a Life
and from the July 17th Meeting, the Society will
Tony Barnett Member of the Society for her dedicated convene at 1 pm., following the Trust Meeting.
Editor’s note:
Doris Good is not well and we wish her a
work and tireless devotion to the
The material was indeed supplied by Mrs
speedy recovery.
establishment and success of his
Gash’s office and arrived well before the
The Society has received a grant to purchase a
organization.
publication deadline for the May issue.
scanner, and we are interested to acquire a good
Among other articles it was held over because We have lost count of the numbers of delicious second hand digital camera.
scones she has baked to sustain her fellow
of demands on space and was caught up in a
If anyone is upgrading, and willing to negotiate
workers through the years, and we would all
technical delay in the production of the June
a price, please call Pat Coulter, 48623927.
like the recipe, please Peggy.
Valley Voice.
Next Meeting Monday July 17th at the new time
The monthly meeting time has been changed,
The fall down in timing was ours alone.
of 1 pm.
Joan Bray

Success at last!
As from 1 July 2005 the following
community groups, previously
uninsured, will be covered for public
risk liability in their use of the
Community Centre:

News from the Historical Society

Kangaroo Valley Show
Public Holiday
Notice is hereby given that a request has been received from the Kangaroo Valley A & H Association Inc for Council to make application
to the Department of Industrial Relations for the proclamation of one day of the Kangaroo Valley Show as a public holiday.
The proposed date is Friday 17th February 2006.
Written submissions are invited in regard to this proposal for 21 days after the publication of this notice and should be directed to the
General Manager, Shoalhaven City Council, PO Box 42, Nowra NSW 2541.
Submissions may also be made by e-mail to council@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au.
Please note that submissions received on this matter may be open for public inspection without notifying the correspondent. Pre-printed form
letters which have been individually signed will be considered but not formally acknowledged.
Enquiries should be directed to Ray Collins, Executive Support Manager, phone (02) 4424 3268.
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Primary School receives a welcome donation

Eraring Energy recently made a
donation to the Kangaroo Valley
Member for Gilmore, Joanna Gash is
Primary School.
part of a Parliamentary Committee visit The cheque was presented by Mr Peter
to the United States.
Oakes, Central Hydros Manager, from
Mrs Gash will join her Foreign Affairs, Trade Eraring Energy Kangaroo Valley to school

GASH U.S.A-BOUND

Defence and Committee members the 10-day
visit and is confident of returning with positive
news for the region’s defence industries.
“Gilmore is among the nation’s foremost
defence regions,” Mrs Gash said.
“I will be looking for every opportunity to build
on that reputation during the US visit.”
Mrs Gash said the visit would include meetings
at the Rayetheon Expeditionary Warfare Centre,
the Lockheed Martin Facility, the Kennedy
Space Centre, the Quantico facility for hostage
rescue training and forensic medicine and the
White House, for a meeting with Congress.
“Gilmore businesses have recently secured
major contracts within the Joint Strike Fighter
project.
Lockheed Martin is at the centre of that most
significant defence project and it is important to
get a first-hand look at how the project is
proceeding.”
“I will have the opportunity to visit the Vietnam
WAR MEMORIAL and lay a wreath at the
Korean War memorial,” Mrs Gash said.
“Gilmore’s veterans have been at the forefront
of campaigns for recognition of servicemen and
women in these conflicts and I will be able to
take those campaign messages with me.”

Principal Mark McCarthy.
The cheque was for repairs to the greenhouse,
gloves, plants and tools.
With Peter (on right) and Mark are some of the
children who help look after the green house.
Last year Eraring made a donation that went
towards the "frog pond".
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Kangaroo
Valley
Garden
Group

May I help?

As your Federal member, it is my role to
facilitate and assist you and your family
with any concerns you might have.
My office is located at 24 Berry Street,
Nowra and is open from 8 am to 6 pm
Monday to Friday or you can contact me on
4423 1782 or toll free on 1300 301 790
I regularly visit Kangaroo Valley
and am more than happy to call or visit
you if you cannot get to my office.

Joanna Gash MP
Federal Member for Gilmore

The Garden group, in June, held a
delightful meeting at Carole
McCallum’s home in Wattamolla Road.
There were twenty men and women there
all ready to talk about plants and their
gardens and to help new Valley resident,
Linda Williams, celebrate her birthday in
style.
After morning tea we
walked admiringly
around Carole’s
garden and she then
led us down to
Brogers Creek.
On the way we
passed an old outside
toilet with an
interesting story
attached (see photo).
One night a wombat was trapped inside when
the wind slammed shut the door.
Judging by the claw marks on the inside walls,
he must have been desperate to escape.
With native cunning, he jumped into the toilet

pan (the lid has never been found) and
burrowed down under the wall level and out to
freedom, wearing the toilet seat as a necklace.
What interesting places we visit as the Garden
Group!
In July, we are going to visit the Minka
Japanese style stroll garden at Sanctuary Point
and also go as a group to the Berry Open
Gardens at the end of the month.
Anyone is welcome to join us for all our
meetings or just those that are of particular
interest to them.
Please contact Lee Sharam (convener) on
44651756.

VIEW CLUB GUEST SPEAKER
Paul Cooper, a registered fitness trainer,
was the guest speaker at the View Club
lunch in June.
He specialises in assisting older men and
women regain their vitality and wellness.
Three years ago, Paul was a project manager
in the corporate world of Information and
Technology but then he saw the light and
retrained as a fitness leader.
He holds 14 weekly classes in the Shoalhaven
area, two in Kangaroo Valley: a low to
moderate intensity exercise class and Tai Chi,
which concentrate on helping those aged over
55 ( he has one participant who is 95 so there is
no excuse for most of us!)
He began his talk by having us all stand up and
do some gentle warm up exercises, which really
made us feel more alive.
Apparently the highest single event causing
death in Australia is falls (higher than car
accidents!) and $2.5 billion annually is being
spent on investigating this problem.
Good posture is very important as we need
stability and core strength to help maintain our
balance.
Tai Chi has many health benefits.
Taoist monks devised a series of movements as
a way of diagnosing and recovering from
illness, which they see as an interruption of the
energy flow in the body.
It is critical that our bodies move – our early
hunter and gatherer ancestors apparently
averaged 19 kilometres of walking per day – we
need to be matching this with as much
movement as possible.
It is possible to join any of Paul’s classes at any
time during the term and begin to feel more
active almost straight away.
Paul can be contacted on 02 4447 8332
or at the Kangaroo Valley Hall on
Mondays at 8.45 am
and Wednesdays at 8.30 am.
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June 2005 was indeed a feast of artistic
presentations involving many Kangaroo
Valley residents.
The sequence began with the 60th Birthday
celebratory concert, by the Sydney Song
Company, in the Village Hall, as a well
deserved tribute to the musical skills of
brothers Peter and Martin Wesley Smith
This was followed by the opening of the
Berrima District Art Society exhibition in
Bowral, for the Alvaro prize, where Anne
France Fulgence, Kaye Johnston and
Larraine Hahlos all had work chosen for the
prestigious competition.
The sequence was topped off by “The World
Goes Round” staged by the Albatross Musical
Theatre Company in Nowra, involving
Director, Lance Brown, Soloist, Julie Norris
and orchestra members Ron Burcher and Sam
Fritz, Valley residents all
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Terrific talent on show

Peter and Martin Wesley Smith
audience.
It is to be hoped that such a quality event will
be the forerunner of many more.
This night was an unqualified success and
although the hall may have some logistical
problems at the moment, as a dedicated
performance space it has a warm ambience and
excellent acoustics.
Congratulations to all who assisted in the
mounting of this production.
The SMH review of the Brothers in Crime
concert is reproduced at the end of this article

The World Goes Round, presented by the
Albatross Musical Theatre Company was again
enthusiastically received by a near capacity
matinee performance which the Voice attended.
This was not a “normal musical” in that it was a
presentation of songs from a great number of
shows, put together to establish the theme.
No matter what happens from day to day in
individual lives, the world goes round and
round.
As mentioned in the introduction this show
featured the talents of several Valley residents,
none the least Julie Norris, who not only starred
in the show as a featured vocalist, but was also
the choreographer and helped design and make
the splendid array of dazzling costumes.
Julie’s solo numbers were among the show’s
many highlights.
In fact I have never seen Julie so focussed and
intense, so full of melody and music and
displaying such a range of emotions from
quirky to dramatic, in any production or
performance in the past eight years.
She was as required in her various numbers
(Continued on page 9)

The Sara Lee number was a show stopping highlight of Round the World
Julie Norris—a star performer

Brothers in Crime (the birthday bash)
was enthusiastically received by a
capacity audience in the hall.
The change of layout to a central thrust
performing area made for a great improvement
in enjoyment of such a thoroughly professional
show.
Being closer to the performance allowed for a
richer audience participation through being
closer to the range of humorous expressions and
the easy carry of the softest notes.
So attentive were the audience, that there was
not a single disruptive cough throughout the
entire evening, which made easier the need for
close attention to the words, music and
projected backdrops (particularly in the first
half).
The performance of the Wesley Smith work by
the Song Company was an obvious enjoyment
for the cast, which was reciprocated by an
appreciative and intently thoughtful, involved

A.P.Sparke & Broad
(Established 1897)

Solicitors & Attorneys
OBJECTIVE, INDEPENDENT
ADVICE FOR ALL YOUR
LEGAL MATTERS
Contact: Philip Broad
31 Moss Street, NOWRA, NSW 2541
Telephone: (02) 4421 7688
Incorporating the practices of
Alan C. Peters. Phelps & Brown and LFJ Norman
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Country Womens Association
Kangaroo Valley Branch

THE PLACE TO BE!!
Is the Teddy Bear and Doll Show on Saturday
16 July from 11 am to 4 pm in the Kangaroo
Valley Showground Hall.
The Kangaroo Valley community is getting
behind this fund raiser.
If you have not “booked in” your Teddy Bear
and/ or Doll please do so as soon as possible.
Just a phone call to Heather Kelly 44651 608.
The arrangements for this function will be that
you arrive with your teddy/doll between 8.30
am and 10.30 am on Saturday 16 July.
You will register and receive a receipt
indicating what you are showing.
Remember each child’s teddy/doll taking part
will receive a CERTIFICATE OF
PARTICIPATION.
This function is for the Linear Accelerator and
Cancer Treatment for the Shoalhaven Hospital.
WHAT IS A LINEAR ACCELERATOR?
“It is a device which uses microwave
technology for external beam radiation
treatments.
It delivers a uniform dose of high-energy X-ray
to the region of the patient’s tumour.
These X-rays can destroy the cancer cells while

Members of the Kangaroo Valley Senior
Citizens group with the raffle prizes.
The Senior Citizen group is very keen to
participate in the Teddy Bear and Doll Show.

PETA SEATON, M.P.
MEMBER FOR
SOUTHERN
HIGHLANDS
Shadow Treasurer
Shadow Minister for the
Illawarra

CAN I HELP YOU?
With any State issue including:
Schools, law and order, health, environment.
Contact my office on
Tel: 4861 3623 Fax: 4861 3546

Peta Seaton, MP
Member for Southern Highlands
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Community Corner
followed by lunch then a short business
meeting,
This change will take place with the July
meeting.
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY FOR JULY: CWA Meeting 7 July, TEDDY BEAR AND
DOLL SHOW Saturday, 16 July 11 am to 4
pm. INTERNATIONAL DAY 26 July at 1pm.
All these activities are to be held in the
Kangaroo Valley Showground Hall.

Australian Decorative
and Fine Arts Society (Shoalhaven)
presents
The Maya Heritage:
Ancient and Modern Maya Culture
Guy Nicinovich of Cafe Bella
Thursday July 14, 7.30 pm
with some of the ultra military dolls from his
Berry School of Arts
collection which will be on show at the
This month’s guest lecturer is Ms. Chloe Sayer,
Teddy Bear and Doll Show.
who has been researching the arts and craft of
Mexico since 1973.
sparing the surrounding normal tissue.”
A freelance specialist in Mexican art and
RAFFLE TICKETS are on sale from any
CWA member, one raffle is for Elliott the well- culture, Chloe has lectured for galleries and
museums in Great Britain, Canada and Ireland.
dressed Russ Teddy Bear the other raffle is
In 2003, during the groundbreaking Aztec
Monica the Fine Bisque Porcelain Doll.
exhibition, she was employed by the Royal
Permits have been issued for the CWA to sell
raffle tickets on 2 July and 9 July in front of the Academy as a gallery educator.
She is a fellow of the Royal Anthropological
Kangaroo Valley newsagent.
Institute.
Hope to see you there for a Happy Day come
Ms. Sayer has a number of published books and
and sing along with the toe-tapping music of
has made ethnographic collections and carried
the Happy Goldfish Organ.
out fieldwork in Mexico and Belize for the
The June meeting of the Kangaroo Valley
British Museum.
Branch was a good business meeting
She has curated several exhibitions of Mexican
The Teddy Bear and Doll Show arrangements
folk Art and has worked on a number of
were discussed together with the International
television documentaries about Mexico.
Day on 26 July. at 1 pm at the Showground
This promises to be a fascinating lecture - not to
Hall. INTERNATIONAL DAY is opened to
be missed.
all, including parents of the Kangaroo Valley
In addition our special concession price of
School children who will be taking part.
$5.00 for visitors is a good reason to bring
Also an invitation is extended to the general
along some friends on the night.
public.
As usual there will be a light supper after the
For the year 2005 the country of study is
lecture with opportunities to meet the lecturer in
Vietnam.
The International Officer (Doris Blinman) will person.
For further information contact
have some interesting surprises.
Also at the June meeting it was decide to return Denis Lovelock - Tel: 4464 2918 or visit the
website www.adfas.org.au
to the Craft meeting being held at 10 am

NATIONAL CHILD PROTECTION AWARDS
NOMINATE NOW
Member for Gilmore, Joanna Gash has
encouraged nominations for the fourth
biennial national Child Protection
Awards.

Capacity Building and Strengthening,
Indigenous Services and Supporting Service
providers.
Each winner will receive $2,500.
This year’s awards event will be held on
The awards highlight and commend
November 20.
organisations which have made a positive
contribution to children’s lives by reducing and “I encourage all Gilmore organisations, whether
community, volunteer, non-government or
preventing child abuse and neglect.
government, to nominate for the National Child
“The awards are about acknowledging the
Protection Awards,” Mrs Gash said.
efforts of individuals and organisations which
Nominations close Thursday, July 21, 2005 and
so often go unnoticed,” Mrs Gash said.
“This year’s awards will pay particular attention nomination packages are available from the
Department of Facility and Community
to the efforts of smaller organisations.”
Services on 02 6212 9199, visit www.facs.gov.
Awards will be presented in a number of
categories, including Community Development, au/accap or contact Mrs Gash’s Nowra office.
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together an entertaining show such as this with
such a diversity of talent, shapes, sizes and ages
to be accommodated ( as is the norm in amateur
(Continued from page 7)
companies) and a comparatively thin story line
vivacious, sensitive, upbeat and thoroughly
to follow.
professional in a delightful all round
This show was not about story
performance.
after all, it was an energetic,
Lance Brown, Julie’s partner, also continues his
wholeheartedly enthusiastic
development as a director, being able to put
showcase for the talents of the cast
and was thoroughly appreciated
by an equally enthusiastic and
60th Birthday Concert
attentive audience.
The Kangaroo Valley Hall seemed the
There
may
have been one or two
perfect setting to honour two of the town's
technical problems to overcome (one
residents, Martin and Peter Wesley-Smith,
on the occasion of their imminent arrival at overhead microphone not totally
effective, drum beats a little too loud
60, or possibly 120 given they are twins.
that overpowered a singer in one
It was here, amidst family, friends and
number and a “mental blackout”
community, that the Song Company chose to
when a cue was missed) but even
celebrate a composer and librettist whose
considering the limitations of the
collaborative efforts have continued to
challenge and engage audiences with works that School of Arts this was a happy and most
enjoyable afternoon.
have found a lasting place in the repertoire
The ensemble and soloists gave it their all and
largely because they speak with such
the audience were rewarded in full.
immediacy and directness yet are never
Perhaps the Albatross Company might consider
bombastic nor preachy.
staging shows such as these in Kangaroo Valley
Roland Peelman commented that, short of
sometime.
Bach and Monteverdi, there were few
composers to whom one could devote an entire
vocal program. With the Wesley-Smiths, the
problem is not so much as what to include, but
rather what to omit. In this case, the choices
were such as to illustrate the diversity of their
output, yet to find within it a consistency of
approach, one that never fails to stimulate the
mind along with the ear.
The first half rightly belonged to Quito, a work
some 10 years old, but in fact even more
compelling now given recent histories of
political and religious oppression. The tale of a
schizophrenic boy from East Timor who
committed suicide in a Darwin prison became
for its creators a metaphor for the plight of East
Timor. The work epitomises the commitment of
the brothers to create works that challenge
authority, and that question dogma of any
variety. Exactly in that mould is a newly
commissioned work, doublethink, premiered on
this occasion, and capturing the ongoing
fascination of the Wesley-Smiths with language
and meaning. A mordant text and wicked
musical parody make this yet another of those
immensely captivating works that keep mind
and spirit alert.
Ex Sydney Morning Herald

Talent time!!!
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The ensemble numbers were a feature of the
Albatross show.
Above Coffee in a cardboard cup
Below Julie Norris leads Ring them bells

They may be able to also take the shows to
other parts of Shoalhaven City, (there is
probably some grant money available
somewhere for such an initiative), so that their
talent and production skills can provide
enjoyment through live entertainment to a lot
more people.
Carl Leddy
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Council delegation to the Minister
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two preschools has been the community support prefer if cost were not an issue.
for fundraising that the Valley community has With a 76% response rate from our 26 families
been able to provide.
we found that:
* Most wanted 2-3 days.
The Country Children's Services Association
* 55% of families wanted 1-3 days more than
surmises that DoCS has an unspoken policy of they currently could afford.
under-funding community preschools with an
* This implied an unmet demand of 17 places,
expectation that they will eventually disappear. which together with the 55 places taken up each
Contrast the $69,000 average subsidy made by week out of 100 available put us at our
DoCS for community preschools in 2003 with breakeven point of 72 places (even without
the average funding of DET Preschools of
fundraising).
$181,000 a year in 2003.
* Families unable to access the service due to
The Government clearly knows how much it
cost were not surveyed, but we estimate an
really costs to fund a preschool.
unmet demand of 20 places from this group.

Recently Shoalhaven City Council took the
unprecedented step of asking regional
community preschools about the impact of
chronic underfunding by the NSW State
Government on their services.
With Wollongong City Council representatives,
This is poor policy when studies consistently
their delegation put our case to the new
highlight the benefits to children of at least 2
Minister for DoCS, Reba Meagher.
days a week of quality early childhood
Funding Crisis
education, and that $1 spent on early childhood
The turnaround in the Council's position has
education by government saves $9 in
been provoked by the growing crisis in
remediation and delinquency costs later on.
(particularly) small community preschools, and
Valley Survey
the impending demise of Shoalhaven Heads
For the purposes of the delegation we surveyed
Preschool - a preschool with similar costs,
preschool parents anonymously on what days
DoCS income and enrolments to our own.
they currently use and how many they would
The significant difference to date between the

In other words, there would appear to be a
healthy demand for preschool places in our
community, but many families are finding it
less affordable as DoCS funding fails to keep
pace with rising wages and insurance costs.
We urge any families that feel that they cannot
afford to access the service to contact us.
It may be that you are eligible for subsidised
fees.
We also need to apprise the Government of
unmet demand in our efforts to improve
funding - please feel free to speak in
confidence to Jacinta at the Preschool. Kerrie Barnes.
Keep the evening of Saturday July 30 clear for
The Camels - they are not to be missed!
Tickets are on sale now at the Preschool, KV
Newsagency and Morf Design or Fireball
Music in Nowra - $25.
Raffle tickets are now available at the
Preschool, Rural Supplies, KV & Barrengarry
Post Offices, KV Grocer, Café Alfresco,
Homelea Cottage and Morf.
Ten fab prizes worth over $8,000!
Please support the preschool and buy some
tickets - these are available in books of $5 and
$10.
To be drawn at the Dance on July 30. Winners
will be published in the Voice.
The auction line up is:

Mad Hatters celebrate Jo Thomas' 2nd birthday with a tea party at Cuppa & Kids play group.

SELBY’S EARTHMOVING
“Your Local
Earthmoving
Contractor”

COMPETITIVE RATES
COMPETENT OPERATORS
FREE QUOTES & FRIENDLY
ADVICE

4WD Backhoe –with augers (300 mm, 450mm, 600mm)
Bobcat with trencher and augers
Bulldozers
Excavators
Tip Truck (sand, soil & gravel supplies)
Excavator Bulldozer

Phone David or Sharon on 4465 1186 or 0428 429 398

1. DTT Receiver with DVD Player courtesy
Betta Electrical.
2. Full scuba course courtesy Jervis Bay
seasports.
3. Adult body-board from Gerringong Surf
Shop and a weekend with Surf Camp Australia.
4. Painting by Kerrie Leishman.
5. Painting by Anne-France Fulgence.
6. Garden sculpture by Stuart Briggs.
7. Photograph by Jo Marsden.
Most items should be on display at Morf
Gallery later in July.
Silent bids can be lodged there.

Wood Raffle
The winner is Mrs Sheeram of Mt Scanzi Rd.

Events for Valley Children
* Naidoc Day fun at Nowra Showground - Wed
July 6 - 10 am-3 pm.
Face painting, jumping castles and lots of
family fun - and it's all FREE.
* CWA Teddy Bear & Doll Show at KV Hall Sat 16 July - $5 entry/$7 family.
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A man for all seasons
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Kangaroo Tales
by Joan Bray

Harold Sharman has lived in Upper
River Kangaroo Valley all his life.
He was born there in the late 40’s at his
parents’ dairy farm and now he and his
wife, Pam operate the property.
He grew up with a love and understanding of
the land and a need to protect and improve it by
working with nature.
His passion for the health of the river, generous
support to neighbours and community and his
devotion to family, secure his standing on the
short list of ‘The Ideal Valley Man’.
But Harold is not just a farmer, he has a flare
for the business world.
In 1986, he and Pam, with friends, started a
Restaurant at Picton, ‘The Woolaway’.
It was hard work, particularly as the home
chores, general running of the property and the
needs of the three children, could not be
neglected.
But this they did, with the easy going good
humour and dedication to a goal, that
characterises this energetic couple.
The value of a firm partnership, and a
willingness to strive together, was an example,
not only to their children, Jeanee, Warwick and
Robert, but also to their many friends.
It is the secret to the Sharman’s success.
Farming can be a tough life and the vagrancies
of nature are not always favourable.
If you wanted a car, and drought or flood hadn’t
helped the bank balance, another source of
income needed to be explored.
Rabbiting sounded a good option.
Harold set his traps twice a day and the yield
was good.
The fresh rabbits went to a delicatessen in
Wollongong, 200 at a time at 9 shillings a pair,
the skins to a hide merchant in Darling
Harbour, where they fetched 2 shillings a
pound.
Harold learnt his business skills from his father
who had a Contract to supply 2 year old
Holstein heifers for the overseas Breeding
Programme, in the 1960’s.
In those years the production of the Kangaroo
Valley rye grass was a valuable industry for this
area.
Started by an enterprising group of farmers, a
Co-operative was formed in 1970’s and the
valuable seed marketed throughout the country.
In the early days the harvesting was done with a
scythe and then a hand drawn mower and
allowed to dry in the fields.
Home made tools were invented to separate
and clean the seed.
A high standard was expected before it could be
certified by the inspectors from the Department
of Agriculture.
A breakthrough to this back breaking slow
work came with the introduction of the
harvester.
Harold remembers that Earl Simpson in Nowra
had such a machine and lent it to the Valley
farmers.
He was just 16 when he first drove it.
The Allis Chalmers header soon became the
machinery of choice for harvesting, with less
waste and a considerable saving in time.

The seed was originally sent to Wright
Stephenson in Sydney to be cleaned, until a
machine was acquired in the Valley.
The Co-operative was profitable and continued
for 29 years.
A change in policy in the Department of
Agriculture resulted in a reduction of
agronomists and testing facilities at the
Laboratory in Sydney.
Seed has now to be sent to South Australia for
certification.
The increased cost to the farmers here and the
introduction of cross breeding with other
drought tolerant grasses, has resulted in fewer
farmers planting the original Valley rye grass.
Harold continues to do so.
Harold’s mother, Nell Scott, married his father,
Jack Sharman, in the little Church in Upper
River on 30th June 1916 and there was a
wonderfully romantic description of the bride in
satin and tulle reported in the Nowra papers.
The reception was held at a private home, as
there was no Community Hall in those days.
Parties were held on roster system so everyone
had a chance to host the social occasions.
In 1959, at one of these soirees, the decision

was made to build a community hall and The

HELP! I’m a parent!
is a parenting course to be held over
the first four Monday nights in August in the K V Anglican Church Hall.
It aims to strengthen and encourage parents
in the task of raising their children.
The topics to be covered are
Family, Discipline, Communication and Values
and can be applied
to whatever the age and stage of your child or teenager.
Registration is essential.
Course cost is $100 which includes course notes and a book.
Special rates for couples / low income families.

More info? Phone Graham or Elly Castle 44 651585.
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This month’s market – The market continues to tick along – better in
Kangaroo Valley it seems than a lot of other areas from reports I have heard
around the traps. We have negotiated almost three and a half million dollars
worth of sales through the month - all to Sydney buyers. The media continues to
give mixed messages – one day you can read the slump is over and confidence
is returning. The next that the downward spiral is here to stay for at least
another 18 months! I came to the conclusion long ago that it’s no good trying to
analyse or anticipate the market, but just make decisions day to day. With
Kangaroo Valley it is particularly hard to make generalisations – some properties
are severely affected by the downturn; others are still attracting record prices.
For most, it’s merely a decision as to whether it’s time to get on with the next
stage of their life. As always, if you buy are buying in the same market as you
sell, discounts at one end can usually be made up at the other, and life goes on!

Negotiating in Today’s Market – We pride ourselves in having the experience and skill to negotiate not just a
sale, but the best price possible for our vendors. We tailor our marketing according to the needs of our vendors, and
our success has been demonstrated in different ways recently.
In one case, the vendors were low key – happy to have their property on the market and wait for the right buyer
prepared to pay a premium. With this approach and our ability to identify and qualify potential purchasers, we were
able to achieve the “dream” price that the vendors were seeking – (incidentally, a record $1.3 million for a house on
18 acres).
In another case, our vendors wanted to sell within a certain time period. While the majority of agents may have
suggested an auction to bring a quick result, our advice and strategies brought about an excellent result for the
owners without the disadvantages of auction. Auctions are limiting in their nature – all parties know exactly what
other buyers are prepared to pay, and a buyer who may be prepared to pay substantially more than others often able
to pick up a bargain by bidding just $1,000 more than a buyer prepared to pay much less. Our Set Date Sale
marketing method overcomes these disadvantages. Using the same advertising campaign as an auction, it allows
us to negotiate strongly with each interested party at their perception of the value of a property – which can differ by
$50,000 or more!!. In this instance, our strategies brought the Sydney buyers out of the woodwork, and with our
proven negotiating skills we were able to obtain the price that the vendors wanted, in their required time frame.
Another success story!

Holiday Lets – We had another
very strong June long weekend, and
things are also looking very good for
the school holidays. Sallie Eichhorn’s
ability to run this aspect of our
business so smoothly never ceases
to amaze me – which is definitely no
mean feat! Occupancy rate of most
rentals is excellent. We have now
organized a linen service through
Alsco linen, and will be bringing in
credit card facilities in the very near
future.
Permanent Rentals – We have
successfully filled all our available
permanent rentals as well, with
strong demand continuing. If anyone
is having trouble filling their property,
and would like the services of an
experienced and competent team,
then by all means let us know!

www.kvre.com.au

SOLD

OFFER &
ACCEPTANCE

165 Main Road

SOLD

OFFER &
ACCEPTANCE

Ph 44651404
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Ambulance report Bluey Day fundraising on target
have things like Pens, Flashing badges with
warns of winter woes Our target of $2000 is well underway. We
Sirens, Hats, Beanies, Key Rings and Soft Toys
The month of June has been our quietest for
the year so far with just over 20 cases.
As always our work has been vast and varied.
It has included cases like suspected fractures,
severe back and neck pains, abdominal pains,
respiratory problems like asthma and chest
infections, a couple of traumatic limb injuries,
burns and cardiac problems.
Thankfully with this wet weather there has not
been any serious accidents on the mountains.
To date we have not attended any accidents in
June, as most of the “bingles” we have heard
about have only been minor dings not requiring
our services.
Over the months of July and August Gayle and
I will be busy studying.
This is because we have finally received our
long awaited skills upgrade.
The new skills will include better airway
management techniques, and several new drugs
for pain relief, nausea and travel sickness,
minor allergic reactions like tick bites and
fitting patients.
We will both be required to attend a one day
workshop at the Bomaderry Ambulance
Education Centre, once we have completed our
pre-course materials.
Just a reminder that Gayle and I are rostered on
duty between the hours of 8 am and 4 pm every
day.
Remember outside of our rostered hours we are
available on call in Kangaroo Valley with the
Ambulance.
We are available 24 hours a day so please do
not hesitate to call if you feel you need an
Ambulance.

Chance for young farmers to
be heard in National Forum
Shoalhaven young farmers are being given
the chance to have their voices heard on the
national stage.
Member for Gilmore, Joanna Gash has urged
the region’s young farmers to nominate to be
a part of the National Young Farmers Forum
to be held in Canberra on September 1-2,
2005. Nominations are sought from people
aged between 18 and 35.
The nominees need to be involved in
Australia’s agricultural, fishing and forest
industries.
They also need to be interested in helping
develop strategies to respond to the issues the
agricultural sector and farmers are facing now
and will face in the future.
Mrs Gash said this was a unique opportunity
for the Shoalhaven’s young rural community
to have a real say in shaping their future and
the future of their industry.
“By taking part, participants will be able to
discuss the opportunities and barriers that
exist in agriculture and identify ways of
addressing them,” Mrs Gash said.
Contact Mrs Gash’s Electorate Office
for further details.

In the two weeks we have had our
merchandise out and around in
Kangaroo Valley, we have managed to
raise more than $300.
This could not have been achieved without
the assistance of the Kangaroo Valley
Lions Club who allowed us to sell our
merchandise at the Driver Reviver, as well
as the Kangaroo Valley Bakery, Fudge
House, Café Alfresco and the Barrengarry
Store who have allowed us to place
merchandise on their counters.
Why not call in and see what is on offer.

but to name a few.
Our receipt books have arrived so if you would
like to make a donation please feel free to
contact Bill Chittick on 0427 651 718 or myself
on 0419 278 531 and we will be more than
happy to assist you.
The head shave takes place on Saturday 13th of
August, and yes all the hair on top of our heads
will go so we will probably both need a Bluey
Day beanie to keep our heads warm.
Remember it is for a good cause and all the
money that Bill and I raise with your assistance
will go to the Westmead Children’s Hospital.
Scott Styles

The message is simple – dial 000, wait with the
patient, provide first aid if you can, and let the
professional Paramedics handle your
emergency.

especially when their condition does not
respond to their medication.
Some patients wait too long before calling for
an ambulance.
It’s not uncommon for people to stop breathing
as a result of asthma.
TAKE EXTRA PRECAUTION THIS
One serious contributing factor to increased
WINTER AGAINST THE COLD
The Ambulance Service of NSW is stressing
asthma attacks over winter is an underlying
the importance of rugging up, keeping warm
chest infection.
and driving safely during the cold weather and Finally, all motorists are asked to take extra
rain periods that NSW is currently experiencing care when driving on roads affected by the
with the onset of Winter.
winter weather.
In particular, there is a definite increase of
Ice, snow and poor visibility due to heavy fog
danger regarding burn injuries.
can make many roads across the state
People feel the need to increase the use of
treacherous.
heaters and stoke up wood fires in family
With these conditions the potential for serious
homes across the state to provide extra warmth. accidents increases.
Ambulance officers warned the public to be
REMEMBER safety conscious, especially around open fires.
It is important to call ‘000’ for
For many asthmatics the cold weather marks an
emergency care any time of the
increase of asthma attacks.
day or night.
Asthmatics are reminded to be aware of the
early danger signs of attacks,

Kangaroo Valley
Supermarket
4465 1512
Hello and Welcome to the Valley!
We have the one-stop-shop for all your
everyday and weekend needs
Groceries
Specialty breads
Delicatessen
Frozen foods
Fresh fruit and vegetables DVD hire
Chemist lines
Video hire

Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
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Human interest
stories, news and
happenings from our
Kangaroo Valley
churches
Compiled by
Linda Chittick

passenger on a BMW touring bike over
Cambewarra and Berry mountains.
This has been a dream of mine for many years.
The years had passed and I had almost forgotten
how I yearned to experience the world from a
motorbike, but God hadn't.
"Delight yourself in the Lord and he will give
you the desires of your heart". Psalm 37:4.
I had heard this passage many times but only
when this message translated into a real life
experience did it spring to mind.
I am now even more in awe of a God who
knows me better than I know myself.
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All proceeds in aid of the Shoalhaven Linear
Accelerator and cancer treatment fund.
For details contact Heather Kelly on
4465 1608.

David Nelson’s message

"I am now in Kasama in the N.E. of Zambia,
900km away from my base in Ndola.
I travelled here via the postal bus service.
I was in a window seat near the back, just in
Kangaroo Valley Church of the
front of all the heavy cargo that gets stacked
Good Shepherd
unrestrained from floor to ceiling at the back of
"Connecting People with Jesus"
the bus [to ensure everyone dies in the event of
Unity in Diversity was the theme of Graham's
an accident].
sermon on Sunday, 12 June.
I'm told there were two bus accidents on route
SECET
It is through striving toward this unity in
from Ndola to Kasama last year!
diversity that true Christian maturity is formed. A SECET Annual Dinner was held on
The seats were roomy enough to seat a 5 year
Saturday, June 25th at the Nowra Baptist
Living with others who are different from us
old.
Church.
can be difficult but it is in how we deal with
It was a good chance to see some of Zambia
these differences that our true maturity shows. The cost was $20 per person and all proceeds to and the seating arrangement ensured that even
go towards the great job SECET do in
A timely message considering the proposed
though I was very tired I didn't miss a thing!
providing and financing scripture teachers in
changes to Australia's detention policy. Libby
My three carpentry students are doing well and
our local high schools.
Turnock, a local resident, gave an insightful
are keen to learn.
talk at a recent Men's Group, about the effect of Also, in November, Ron and Elaine Bower are It is rewarding to see them improve each day as
long-term detention on detainees at the Baxter planning an Open Garden at their Kangaroo
they see how best to put their theory into
Valley property to aid SECET.
Detention Centre.
practice.
To find our more about this issue visit
We are building a Christian resource centre.
www.sydneyanglicans.net/socialisssues.
Teddy Bear and Doll Show
I have recovered from the bout of malaria
I had the opportunity recently of riding pillion To be held on Saturday, July 16, 11.00 am to
which laid me low early last month.
4.00 pm at the Kangaroo Valley
Thank you to the many people who prayed for
Community Hall, hosted by the KV CWA.
me.
Every child's doll or teddy receives a
God was certainly faithful as I recovered
certificate of appreciation.
quickly and can now relate better with people
Trading table and more.
when they are suffering from the same thing.
Admission is $5 per person or $7 per family.

Valley Guide
to
eating out
Thai

Jing Jo
44 651 314

Mediterranean

Café Bella
44 651 660

Modern Australian
Source at Kangaroo
44 651 969

Value—service and
a good choice
it’s all here in
Kangaroo Valley.
So much to do, you wont
want to leave

They were a determined group of residents, and
with this example no wonder the recent
Ambulance Station and Community Centre
were accomplished. An imaginative boost to
(Continued from page 11)
funds came with the ‘heifer idea’.
Upper River Progress, Tourist and Ratepayers
Farmers were rostered to donate a quality
Association was formed.
The building and fittings cost 4000 Pounds and heifer, which was auctioned at the Kiama,
took four years of voluntary labour to complete. Gerringong or Moss Vale Saleyards.
At this time there were only 12 families living The sympathetic auctioneers waived their
commissions, and more prosperous farmers
in Upper River, and they were all dairying.
Not an abundance of spare time, and then there helped out neighbours.
The average selling price was 50 Pounds, and
was the money for the project.
25 beasts were contributed.
The fund raising was an earnest affair.
So the hall was built and opened with a Gala
Barbeques and sausage sizzles, stalls selling
Ball on Friday 29th November 1963, attended
pickles, jams, flowers, farm produce,
handicrafts and needlework were organised in by 250 people.
the villages and towns around the district, even They danced to the music of the Five Sharps
Orchestra, ate a heary supper and of course
20 miles away.
chose the ‘Belle of the Ball’.
All for a ticket costing 1 Pound.
Since then, many dances and social functions
have been celebrated at the Hall, and some local
bands, like Marshall Mt Merrymakers, and
Wilma Limby’s (Bill Lawson played in this) are
well remembered by the long time residents.
Pam and Harold continue to lobby for
improvements to the River in their area.
The damage being done by fallen trees which
block the natural flow of the river and erode the
fragile banks, is worrying.
A season of heavy rain will cause massive
flooding to the adjoining pastures and the loss
of valuable topsoil.
It is a matter for Community concern.
Thankyou Harold and Pam, for sharing your
memories and aspirations with us.

Kangaroo tales

For Advertising
in the Valley
Voice

Please call
4465 1621
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Kangaroo Valley 4465 1996
Berry
4464 2800
www.kangaroovalleyharcourts.com.au

Kangaroo Valley
TIO
C
AU

‘Falkirk’

N

Magnificent 103 acre property located in sought after Wattamolla, ‘Falkirk’ is established with two titles &
1km frontage of the renowned Brogers Creek. One title has an existing 3 bedroom home with the second title
having a building site. The property consists of 10 paddocks, 6 dams, machinery/hayshed, 2 large water tanks,
steel cattle yards & historic dairy. Excellent internal road access with some as all weather. The location is
prime with excellent carrying capacity & productive river flats previously used for certified seed production.
Auction: Saturday 23rd July 2005
Contact: Michael O’Gorman 0411 280 362
Nicholas Lyell 0401 658 450

Kangaroo Valley
TIO
C
AU

Jewel In the Crown

N

Enjoy some of the best views in Kangaroo Valley from this sensational 32ha (80 acre) property. Majority
cleared, the property is well fenced & has a large spring fed dam providing ample water for stock or a great
place to fish. A two bedroom cabin/shed is well situated for you to enjoy the property while you build your
dream home. This is a property with stunning views, a picturesque setting & with a good usable acreage provides an ideal opportunity to explore your dreams for the ultimate country lifestyle. Don’t miss out.
Auction: Saturday 23rd July 2005 Contact: Michael O’Gorman 0411 280 362

Kangaroo Valley
IO
CT
U
A

Peace, Privacy & Panoramic

N

This well maintained 120 acre property is located minutes from the village with all weather road access. Improvements include 8 dams, numerous fenced paddocks, steel cattle yards, hayshed, 3 phase power and gas
heating and cooking. The home features vaulted and 9 foot ceilings throughout, 2 large living areas, 4 bedrooms, ensuite/walk in robe, plus study. Potential for dual accommodation. Shady verandahs offer the perfect
place to sit back and enjoy the magnificent mountain views.
Auction: Saturday 23rd July 2005 Contact: Matthew Hill 0402 917 890
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Lake Yarrunga Taskforce Report
allow for environmental flow down the
Shoalhaven River under various pumping
regimes.
They had originally told us the daily model
On 2 June, the Lake Yarrunga Task Force would be finished by the end of April this year.
On 22 June the SCA advised us they have now
finally met with John Scanlon, the new
finished the daily model for data over the period
Deputy Director General of the
since the dam was built and are now going to
Department of Infrastructure, Planning
add to it the water inflow data since 1909.
and Natural Resources (DIPNR), and two This will allow them to model impacts of the
of his staff.
different scenarios, including raising the dam
We requested this meeting in late 2004 and it
wall, and whether better environmental flow out
had been postponed several times by DIPNR.
of the dam will be possible if they have 5 to 6
John Scanlon comes with significant
metres of “air space”.
credentials, including at the international level. They advised that by about the end of July they
He has a legal and environmental background
should be in a position to discuss with the Lake
and has advised governments around the world. Yarrunga Task Force, details of future pumping
He listened intently to our presentation and
regimes to operate during this drought.
didn’t dispute anything we asserted about the
John Scanlon of DIPNR has assured us that
environmental vandalism that has occurred in
DIPNR and the SCA will jointly consult with
Kangaroo Valley through the pumping from
us as soon as the daily model is finished.
Lake Yarrunga, and its impact on our economy. He said DIPNR would put out a consultative
DIPNR, under John Scanlon, is responsible for draft and the Catchment Management
developing the Sydney Metropolitan Water
Authorities would be integral to this.
Sharing Plan which will be in operation from
We were alarmed when, just 9 days after our
the end of June next year.
meeting with John Scanlon, we heard the
It will operate under the Water Management
Premier had announced at the ALP State
Act 2000 and the new licence for the Sydney
Conference, that the Government would go
Catchment Authority (SCA) to pump from
ahead with plans to raise the height of Tallowa
Lake Yarrunga will be issued under the new
Dam.
Water Sharing Plan.
This work and construction of the pipeline to
In the meantime, the current SCA licence will
pump water from the Shoalhaven River will be
continue.
fast-tracked, with construction to start in 2006
This is one example of the ‘progressive
at a cost of $60 million.
revelation’ we have experienced as we had
The work is to begin in November 2006 for
previously been told the new SCA licence was completion in 2008.
due in January 2006 and were intent on trying
So much for consultation!
to influence the terms of that licence!
We were assured that the Minister for the
Now it seems that it will be ‘business as usual’ Environment, Hon Bob Debus and the
until the new Plan comes into effect.
Managing Director of Sydney Catchment
The SCA has been developing a “daily model” Authority, Mr Graeme Head would provide a
that will give them vital information about the joint briefing for residents in the Shoalhaven
amount of water they can pump to Sydney and during the first week in July.
What a month! We are in an era of
“Progressive Revelation”.
Every meeting or conversation reveals
something we didn’t know before.

Shoalhaven: a model
of water reuse

Excavator
New IHI 5 tonne with rubber tracks
Includes:

All buckets—Rockbreaker—Augers—Levelling blade for
Dam clearing—Landscaping—House & shed sites & footings
Rockwalls & rocks supplied

Bobcat
4 in 1 bucket - trenching
post hole boring - backhoe attachment

Tiptruck

Vibrate roller

This briefing is now to take place at 1pm on
Thursday 7 July at the Council Chambers in
Nowra, but will be for “key community
groups” only.
At this stage that looks like being the Lake
Yarrunga Taskforce and representatives of
the “Bomaderry Water Forum”.
We understand the Council and local
newspapers will attend earlier briefings.
Hopefully the minister will be open to
feedback from the community.
The Lake Yarrunga Task Force is concerned
about The Environmental Planning and
Assessment Amendment (Infrastructure and
Other Planning Reform) Bill that was passed in
early June by the Legislative Assembly.
The bill creates a new section in the Act that
removes the normal checks and balances to
fast-track some developments.
The legislation provides a new planning process
for projects declared by the Minister to be
“major” or “critical infrastructure projects”.
Major infrastructure includes public or private
development for water or other utility projects.
The Minister will gain extraordinary discretion
over environmental assessment, criteria for
approval and the extent of public input.
The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
process is removed, with requirements set on a
case-by-case basis.
We are concerned that the raising of the
Tallowa Dam wall will come within this
legislation.
We note that the legislation was supported by
the Opposition and opposed only by the six
Independent MPs.
The Lake Yarrunga Task Force will now spend
its energy on the details of the implementation
of this project.
We are meeting with Peta Seaton, our State
MP, to brief the Opposition on our concerns
about Lake Yarrunga.
We will also be participating in a workshop on
8 July about the Operating Licences issued to
the SCA by IPART (The Independent Pricing
and Regulatory Tribunal).
We will keep you posted.
Lake Yarrunga Task Force
Glyn Stones, Peter Stanton, Elizabeth George

Dozer D4

soil, gravel, rubbish removal
Caterpillar, site levelling, roads, dams, small clearing

Also 2 coat cold bitumen driveway seal with own equipment
Fully ticketed as required. Fully insured

Mobile phone number 0408 534 019 Home phone 02 44 651 172

Joanna Gash MP, Federal Member for
Gilmore and Greg Hunt MP,
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister
for the Environment and Heritage said
recently that Premier Carr should be
looking to the Shoalhaven as an
example of best practice with water
reform, rather than stealing
Shoalhaven’s water.
“While the Shoalhaven is finding solutions to
our water problems through innovative projects
such as the Recycled Effluent Management
(Continued on page 26)
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Cooking your vegies
by Rosemary Stanton
Last month, we discussed raw versus
cooked food and concluded that although
most people could do with more salads and
fresh raw foods in their daily diet, an allraw diet was restrictive, unnecessary and
deprived us of some valuable components
in foods. So which cooking method retains
most nutrients?
Steaming
Steaming preserves around 90% or more of
most vitamins, including folate – the most
fragile of the vitamins. There is almost no loss
of vitamin E with steaming and the limited
research on retention of antioxidants also
supports steaming as the top cooking method.
Stir-frying
With a quick stir-fry in a hot pan using a little
oil, over 80% of most vitamins are retained – as
long as you stir-fry only to the tender crisp
stage. If you stir-fry for so long that the
vegetables begin to lose their bright colour,
their vitamins will also start disappearing
rapidly.
Baking
Baking results only in small losses of most
nutrients, but then we usually only bake
vegetables like potatoes, sweet potatoes,
pumpkin, onions, carrots, beetroot, fennel,
parsnips and swedes. Green vegetables don't
taste so good when baked as they lose texture
and colour and this will parallel losses of
vitamin C and the B complex vitamins.
Boiling
It might be the most common method of
cooking vegetables, but it's the worst from a
nutritional viewpoint. Nutrients leach into the
cooking water and the more water and the
longer the cooking period, the greater the
losses. Some vitamins can be saved if the water
is used in soups or sauces, but in general, losses
of at least 50% of the vitamins occur with
boiling.
Boiling may be fine in making soups as the
vitamin-rich liquid is consumed. However,
much of the folate from green vegetables will
be destroyed, so make sure you also enjoy
salads as well as soups.
Microwaving
The Internet has lots of sites that preach doom
and gloom to users of microwave ovens.
There were some early (and valid) scares about
leaky door seals on microwave ovens, but this
is not a problem with the modern microwave.
Because many people do not understand how
microwaves cook foods, there is also a belief
that microwaved food is irradiated. Such scares
are fuelled through Internet support for Hans
Hertel, a Swiss chemist who claimed in 1989
that consuming microwaved milk and
vegetables for two months led to changes in his

blood, and that of seven of his friends who
usually followed a macrobiotic diet.
Hertel's results were not published in a
recognised journal, but in his eagerness to have
microwave ovens banned, he took out an
injunction against the Swiss Government,
seeking to ban microwaves. Hertel claimed he
and his friends had "a drop in haemoglobin
levels, an increase in the haematocrit, in
leucocytes and in the levels of cholesterol
particularly of the HDL and LDL forms". He
also claimed a more rapid drop in lymphocytes
with microwaved vegetables than with other
foods. Hertel went on to claim that the
irradiated food from the microwave could
provoke cancerous changes as well as damaging
the eyes, lungs and endocrine system.
The confusion almost certainly stems from a
lack of understanding of how microwaves
work. Food cooked in the microwave is not
irradiated any more than food cooked in an
electric oven carries electricity.
And when scientists looked at the changes in
the blood which Hertel claimed had occurred,
they all corresponded to the normal range of
values.
Anti-microwave sentiments have also been
boosted by a research report published in the
Journal of the Science of Food and Agriculture
(November 2003) which reported that 97% of
the antioxidants in broccoli were lost during
microwave cooking.
It's a classic example of misleading headlines
and it's worth reading the study. The results
were based on losses of one type of
phytochemical (a natural plant chemical) that
occurred when 150g of broccoli was placed in
150mL water and cooked on high power in a

1000 Watt microwave oven for 5 minutes. The
study compared this with broccoli steamed
above water for 3.5 minutes. Anyone who
cooks will realise that the microwaved broccoli
would have been very overdone while the time
allowed in the steaming exercise would have
produced barely cooked broccoli.
In fact, many studies show minimum losses of
vitamins in many vegetables and also very low
losses of phytochemicals from cabbage and
broccoli microwaved to the tender-crisp stage,
either without water or set above water (as
recommended in instruction books).
A Japanese study has also reported minimal
loss of antioxidants in onions cooked in the
microwave and an extensive Dutch study found
excellent retention of antioxidants in cabbage
cooked in a microwave. The cooking times
were relevant, however, and overcooking led to
large losses.
The take-home message is that an ideal diet
contains both cooked and raw foods. When
cooking, steaming is the preferred method for
vegetables, followed closely by stir-frying or
microwaving. For top retention of vitamins and
protective phytochemicals, avoid boiling or
microwaving in large amounts of water for long
periods at high power.
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Computers for Wrinklies with Mr Floppy
Computers fail all the time and just to sound
Hello gentle readers like a grumpy old person a la ABC’s Grumpy
Old Men/Women series computers aren’t the
same as they used to be.
When did you last take a backup?
Computer quality in line with the price has
Was it this morning, yesterday, last week, decreased and computers fail all the time.
last month or ……you cant remember
The one computer part that fails more than the
when you last did a backup.
rest is the hard disk. because it has moving
If you are in the last group you should be scared parts.
and you should be doing something about it.
OK so what do I backup and where?
This is not moralising it’s just something you
You need to back up your data not your
should be doing.
programs.
How devastated will you be when your
Your data is your documents, business records,
computer fails?
photographs, music or video, emails, contacts.
How many photos will you lose?
It’s all the things that you create with your
How many financial records will disappear?
computer.
As many people switch over to digital
So you need to know where all that stuff is
photography they often neglect to take
stored on your hard disk, the folder and file
insurance out in the form of a back up of their
name.
photos.
Some data is easier to find than other data so
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we’ll look at some places where your stuff is
stored.
My Documents – the stuff here is word
documents, photos, graphics and music – if
your systems is Windows 2000 or newer most
of your work is here
OutLook – gets a special mention as your
email and contacts get stored somewhere a bit
different.
On your Outlook menu choose Tools/Options
then click the tab called “Mail Setup”.
On that tab there will be a button Data Files
click this and up pops a window giving you
some guff about archive files and personal
files.
A long filename that doesn’t display in full can
be seen too.
You should write a list of every program that
you use and where they store the data.
If you’re not sure look at the program options
or configuration information.
Where do you backup your stuff?
The best place is not on your main hard disk.
Anything else such as CD Writer, DVD Writer,
USB Flash Drive, Floppy, Zip disk etc.
There are many different media that are
appropriate for backups.
At the worst case you can backup your files to
your hard disk but in the event of a hard disk
failure you aren’t much further forward.
A question might be why don’t I just back up
my whole disk then I don’t need to bother
finding where my stuff is.
If you have enough hard disks and space then
do this.
These days the most basic XP system has
around 27,000 files and that’s not even any of
your work it’s all the software and system
programs.
That’s a lot of stuff to backup and will be very
time consuming.
Normally you tell the backup program what
folders you want backed up.
The Backup program is found by going into
Accessories/System Tools on XP Professional.
If in doubt use the Windows Help system to
find your backup program.
Tell the Backup program what folders and files
you want backed up and where you want them
backed up to.
Do the backup
Test your backup.
Schedule your back to run every day/week/
month.
How much your data changes dictates how
often to back up.
For instance when Mr Floppy is intensively
programming bashing out thousands of lines of
code a day then he would back up every two
hours
Still confused and needing help then pay for
someone to set up your back up system then
ensure that you back up, back up, back up!!!!
Until next month
Mr Floppy

For Advertising
in the Valley Voice
Please call

4465 1621
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Since the last Valley Voice edition the
brigade has not had a callout.
This however does not mean that we have
not been active.
The volunteers have assisted at two hazard
reduction burns at local resident’s places.
Three members have also completed their A.F
(advance firefighters) course and have to
complete various post course activities to be
assessed as advanced firefighters.
We also congratulate Melanie Bowdern, Chris
and Mathew Allan who have completed all
aspects of the Village Firefighter course and
assessments.
Congratulations also to Kiri Broad and Jason
Allan who have completed and passed their
Basic Firefighter course.
The assessment was held in Kangaroo Valley
with a number of Valley members acting as
crew for their assessment.
They have to now complete 20 hours attending
training and incidents under supervision to be
recognized as basic firefighters.
As you may be aware already the Kangaroo
Valley Volunteer Rural Fire Brigade is holding
an open day at the station on Sunday 10 July
between the hours of 10 am and 3 pm.
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Rural Fire Service report
The main reason for this is in regards to recent
house fires in rural NSW.
The aim of the open day is to highlight house
safety whilst giving you the opportunity to view
the station, the brigade appliances and meet/
speak to some of the brigade volunteers about
aspects of fire protection for Kangaroo Valley.
Whilst there you can help make you own house/
office/car a little safer by purchasing from us
smoke detectors, fire blankets and fire
extinguishers.
In July 2006 it will become mandatory for all
houses to be fitted with smoke detectors.
It is hard to believe the statistics that only 20%
of households have smoke detectors fitted,
However, when you think that the last five
house fires that have occurred in rural NSW,
that have claimed a total of 13 lives, only one
had a smoke detector (which didn’t work as the
battery had been flat) that the 20% is a real life
statistic and not just some made up figure.
So come along, update your fire safety, and
support your volunteer brigade as part proceeds
from the day will go back into the brigade.

If we sell out of the items we will take an order
and payment on the day and get the items to
you within five days.
Make a note of the day and time and come
down.
A sausage sizzle will be in operation.
You can book to have a hard wired detector
fitted by Mike Gorman of Kangaroo Valley
Electrical Services, you can book to have your
chimney/flue inspected and cleaned by Lee
Dale Plumbing and both of these suppliers are
generously donating part proceeds to the
brigade for these services if booked at the open
day.
I have to also thank the volunteer members who
are giving freely of their time on the day to man
the station, cook the sausage sizzle, do the
demonstrations of fire extinguishers and fire
blankets @ 11 am 12 noon and 1 pm, and to
Shoalhaven Fire Service Company (Albion
Park Rail) for supplying us the extinguishers,
blankets and alarms at no up front costs and at
very reasonable prices that we can pass on to
our local residents. Craig Winter for KVRFS.

picking tubers, and scraping the vines to paint
them with poison.
Sandy Fritz, Liz Aitken and Ted Myers,
members working on Madeira Vine for the first
There is no known Madeira Vine upstream of
Madeira Vine is a fast growing weedy
time, described the hand control methods as
Walkers dairy…at this stage.
vine that climbs even the tallest river
tedious; best to work in pairs with someone
Brogers
Creek
Landcare
has
and
is
committing
oaks and gums, gradually smothering
whom you want to chat with
resources
to
contain
Madeira
Vine
in
our
area.
them as cascades of curtains of vine
Tedious and difficult it may be, but we are
Approximately $2500 in funding from the
drape from the branches.
probably working against the worst
Sydney Catchment Authority has been used.
Trees and shrubs, large and small, die and form
environmental weed in the Shoalhaven.
Contractors were engaged two years ago to
merely a framework for the vine to continue its
work on the largest area on the Crown Reserve We are working to educate landowners,
spread.
improve control strategies and maintain action.
along Brogers Creek.
Large numbers of tubers form on the stems of
This year, contractors sprayed at four sites, and Anyone wanting more information, wanting
the vines, gradually dropping to form new
help in identification or wanting to join the
with follow up work at four sites.
outbreaks below, or to be spread by birds and
We had a working bee with 12 members in May work, should get in touch on 4465 1531
floods.
Greg Thompson
at one site.
The best time to identify Madeira Vine is in the
Brogers Creek Landcare Inc
Madeira Vine control involves digging or hand
late autumn, when masses of cream flowers
adorn the cascades of curtains.
I think that it is likely that Madeira Vine has
been in the valley for some years and that
grazing has limited its capacity to spread and
produce tubers.
Recently, grazing has been removed from
marginal lands, roadsides and creek banks and
JOHN MCKINLEY
this control on Madeira Vine has been released.
* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
KANGAROO V ALLEY
As a result, Madeira Vine is expanding rapidly,
and starting to cost large amounts of money and
* CHAINSAW OPERATING
MOBILE - 0428 610 508
time to control.
* LAWN MOWING
A.H. - 4465 1181
The Sydney Catchment Authority has funded 5
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES
FAX - 4465 1904
projects involving various actions on Madeira
Vine, in Upper Kangaroo River, in the town
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET
near the netball court and in Brogers Creek.
* TRENCHING
Works are expected soon on a large patch at the
* POST HOLE BORING
Bendeela picnic ground.
There are currently seven Madeira Vine sites in
* SOIL LEVELLING
the lower Brogers Creek, and three in the
* POLY PIPE LAYING
adjoining Sawyers Creek.
* ROTARY HOEING
Four are on roadsides and the remaining six are
along creek banks or on steep land, all where
* STUMP GRINDING
grazing pressure is now removed.
* ANGLE BLADE
All of these are in the lower catchment.

Madeira vine infestations to be attacked

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE
MOBILE LOG SPLITTING

* RUBBISH REMOVAL

KVRFS Open day July 10

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS
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Community Corner

The pipes,
the pipes
are calling
in the Valley
About 1000 students attend Shoalhaven
High School in Nowra but only one of
them plays the bagpipes.
Thirteen-year-old Felix Nelson took up the
pipes about 18 months ago, after some
encouragement from fellow Kangaroo
Valley resident and piper, Roger
Chapman.
“It’s just an instrument not a lot of people
play,” Felix said.
“Roger helped me get started and now it just
comes naturally and I really enjoy it.
“It definitely sets you apart.”
The Year 8 student is a member of the
Highlands Pipes and Drums troupe and has set
his sights on being a in the band when it takes
part in the Piping World Championships in
Glasgow.
“It will be incredible,” Felix said.
“I’ve never been overseas and it will be great to
perform in Scotland and Scotland the Brave is
my favourite song to play.”
Felix has asked the community to help him
raise the money to get to Glasgow and Member
for Gilmore, Joanna Gash has encouraged
people to join her and help Felix on his way.
“It really is an exciting opportunity for Felix,”
Mrs Gash said.
“He has shown the initiative to take on the
challenge of an unusual instrument and I can’t
think of any better place for him to hone his
skills than in the heart of Scotland.”
All going well, Felix will join his Highlands
Pipes and Drums colleagues in Glasgow for two
weeks next August.
Anyone interested in helping Felix should
contact Mrs Gash’s Nowra office on 02
44231782.
Note Felix’s Dad, Mark Nelson is available on
0408 973 809 if you would like to contact either
of them.

News stories
Please email
to the Valley Voice
kvvoice@shoal.net.au

The honour of opening Art Group Breakaways first exhibition
fell to the Member for Gilmore Mrs Joanna Gash.
The exhibition was an opportunity to showcase the work of
15 Shoalhaven artists including seven from Kangaroo Valley.
Mrs Gash here receives a floral bouquet from Larraine Hahlos on behalf of the group.

Open garden to benefit the Scripture in schools program
Open Garden,
"Emily Cottage"
Kangaroo Valley,
Saturday 12th
November, from
9.30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
At the home of Ron
and Elaine Bower,
2286c Moss Vale
Road, Barrengarry,
2.2 km north of
Kangaroo Valley
Hampden Bridge.
Admission $7
includes morning or
afternoon tea.
It is a cottage garden
in 2 1/2 acres,
including 140 roses
(50 climbing) 120
lavenders, surrounded by 180 degree views of
K.V. escarpment.
There will be a trading table with produce,

plants & craft.
Any wishing to donate goods to the trading
table are most welcome.
B.B.Q. lunch and
refreshments will be on
sale and we invite you
to come along and have
a lovely day, bring your
friends and enjoy lunch
on the lawn.
All proceeds go to
SECET (Employment of
Scripture Teachers in
the four High Schools in
the Shoalhaven).
If you require more
information phone
Margaret Barton
44651386 or Ron and
Elaine Bower on
44652041.
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KVRFS OPEN DAY
HOUSE SAFETY
SUNDAY 10th JULY 2005

Due to recent house fire tragedy’s in rural NSW your local brigade is having an open day on

SUNDAY 10/07/05 from 10am-3pm to highlight house Safety.
ON THE DAY YOU WILL BE ABLE TO:
# inspect our Category 1 and Category 2 Tankers.
# Pick up information pamphlets on fire safety
# Speak to brigade members on fire safety matters
# View fire extinguishers and fire blankets for specific use in homes and vehicles
# Inspect different types of Smoke Detectors, and get advice from Mike Gorman of KV Electrical
Services
# Speak to Lee Dale, Kangaroo Valley Plumbing Services, of the need for cleaning and
maintaining of fire places and chimneys.
# Have household appliances checked by a certified electrical inspector
# See Demonstrations of the using of fire extinguishers and fire blankets @ 11am, noon, 1pm
# Have 1st aid questions relating to burns answered by a local ambulance officer
SPECIAL OPEN DAY OFFERS:
# Purchase a fire extinguisher or blanket (supplied by Shoalhaven Fire Services) for your home,
car, office and part proceeds will go back to your local Kangaroo Valley Brigade.
# Purchase a smoke detector, or book to have a smoke detector installed in your home or office
with Kangaroo Valley Electrical and part proceeds will go back to the brigade
# Book a chimney/flue sweep/clean with Kangaroo Valley Plumbing Services and part proceeds
will be donated to the brigade
# Bring your household appliances (toasters, heaters, kettles etc), and they will be tested and
tagged by Kangaroo Valley Electrical Services and advice given on their compliance. $2.00 fee
per item. All proceeds to Kangaroo Valley Brigade
# Purchase or order a 1st aid kit for home, car or office from our local 1st aid trainer and part
proceeds will go to the brigade
# Bluey Day (kids Cancer Charity) items will be on sale. Caps-Beanies-Novelties
# A sausage sizzle available with all proceeds to the brigade.

For further info call Craig Winter on 4465-1909 or 4465-2170
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The Sports Report
Compiled by Kate Rutherford

Well this month’s edition of Courtside
should have been a complete wrap-but
rain has delayed play.
Up until the time of print only the senior
“B” grade competition has had a final
outcome for the Autumn 2005 competition.
Played on a night when the moon was full, B
team (Kate Rutherford, Greg Thompson, Lee
Sharam and David Gregory) met G team
(Allison Hindman, Lincoln O’Toole, Lydia
Adams and Garth Chittick) for the final play
out.
Some fine tennis was played with four sets
being decided by tiebreakers.
The final game score was close too, at 27-31,
but alas the G team ultimately defeated the B
team in sets: 4-2.
Congratulations to the winners on a very
successful season.
Dependant on the weather the results of senior
“A” grade, High School and Junior Autumn
2005 competitions should be available for the
August Voice, by which time we’ll be nearing
commencement of the Spring 2005
competition.
Have you put your name down for the next
competition.
Don’t forget the Tuesday night tennis sessions
from 5.30-6.30 pm!
But if that’s all a bit daunting why not just sit
back and take some couch lessons from that
Wimbledon lot.

Winners: Lincoln O'Toole Garth Chittick, Alison Hindman and Lydia Adams

Any points of
view
you want to
share?
The Valley Voice is
interested in receiving
contributions from Valley
people on all manner of
subjects
Email to kvvoice@shoal.net.au or
C/- Post Office
Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577

Runners up—Greg Thompson , Lee Sharam, Kate Rutherford and David Gregory.

Check the
August Valley Voice
for details of the Spring 2005
Tennis competition
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Jingles
on top
in bowls
The annual clash with St George
Leagues Bowling Club occurred on the
first Sunday in June.
A team of sixteen bowlers travelled to the
St George Club for the one-day contest.
Phil Chittick led the team and had the
pleasure of carrying the trophy back into
the Kangaroo Valley Club.
The team won the contest by the narrowest of
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margins - one
shot.
June was a good
month for Phil
Chittick.
He also had a
comfortable win
in the Club
Singles
Championship,
beating Bert
Madge by 31
shots to 11.
Bert Madge had
beaten Lance
Brown in one
semi-final, and
Phil Chittick
had beaten Tim
Kelly in the
Singles finalists Phil Chittick and Bert Madge
other.
Phil first won
Condon and Colin Good.
the Club Singles in 1989.
Social mixed bowls is held every Tuesday and
In the seventeen years since, he has won it
Saturday at 1.30 pm.
another eight times.
Learners and beginners are welcome at all
Eight teams have entered for the Club Pairs
social games.
Championship.
This competition will run in the second half of Barefoot Bowls almost every day at your
convenience - if in doubt call the Club on
June and should finish early July.
44651175.
Last year’s winners Adam Rigney and Geoff
Lidbetter will start favourites.
Tim Kelly
Their strongest challenge should come in the
first round where they meet 2003 winners Colin PUBLICITY OFFICER

What’s on at

The Valley Club
and Restaurant
Bingo

Phil Chittick holding the inter-club trophy

Monday 6 pm
The club's petanque courts are now complete.
Come and give this internationally popular sport a go!
Equipment is available at the club.

Sports Secretaries
please contact

Kate
Rutherford
44 651 438

Don't forget about the awning covered verandah, the
perfect place to spend a warm afternoon while enjoying a
cool drink and taking in the breathtaking mountain views.

Members’ Badge Draw
Wednesday & Friday
from 7-30 pm
Social and competition
bowls

ATM at the Club: Cash is regularly available during all
club trading hours.
Barefoot bowls: Sundays from 11 am. Only $5 Includes
equipment and green hire
Is gambling a problem for
you? Call G-Line (NSW)
Freecall 1800633635
And don’t forget

with your results
and fixtures

Wah Doo Chinese Restaurant
Is open for
Dine-In and Take-Away meals from
Tuesday to Sunday
Lunch from 12—2-30 pm
($6 Light lunch special or full menu)
Dinner from 5 pm Phone 44 651 231

Information for members and guests.
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Eccles Electrical
Ph 44651037
email: quoll@austarnet.com.au
*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial
*Refrigeration/Air-con

*Plus Pump Repairs
~Emergency Service Available~

The Village Green Nursery

Paul Obern Arborist Services

Est 1988

Qualified Tree Surgeon with 10 years Experience

Pot Plant to Paddock—We cater for all!
Tubestock, Windbreaks, Hedging,
Fruit, Seedlings, Natives and Exotics

Consultation service
Open 7 days
Ph/fax 44 651 533 Jo or Darren

Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding, Fire
Reduction Clearing, Thinning, Mulching, Dangerous Trees
Removed – all sizes

Call Paul Tel: 02 44651391 or Mobile No. 0403 610 236
Free quotes—Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

Jacob Adams—Horticulture
* Garden maintenance
* Garden restoration
* Bush regeneration
* Revegetation Services
* Horticultural consultancy
Phone 44 651 235 Mobile 0415 852 450

MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS
Your solution to mechanical & property maintenance needs!
Quality workmanship by a qualified tradesman
Break-down and after hours service available
Call Simon Shine on 4465 2328 Kangaroo Valley ABN: 60 198 426 162

For all your electrical, data & telephone requirements

Phone: 4422 3588

Mobile 0427 442 004

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter
Obligation-free Quotes-24 Hour Service
Call Mark or Margo
Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080
Lic. No. 11234

mim beim
n a t u r o p a t h
Kangaroo Valley and
S t r a n d Ar c a d e , S y d n e y
(02) 9233 5362 by appointment only

www.strandnatural.com

Miss Shelleys Flower Shop

KANGAROO VALLEY PLUMBING SERVICES

Studio now at Gerroa
02 4234 4409 bh 0422 687 854 ah

Lee Dale: Tel 0405 224043 or 4465 1942
Licence No: 158073C
24 hours—7 Days Emergency Service
15 years experience

Innovative, Creative, Original and Traditional
Flowering Hours 8.30 am - 5.30 pm
Monday to Saturday

Same day hot water system replacement
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MIKE & CATHY GORMAN

This space
could be yours

! !!! Electrical Installations – Home/Business
! !!! Smoke detectors, Surge protectors, Safety switches
! !!! Garden and Entertainment lighting
Mobile: 0427651540
Phone/Fax: 44651540
1005 Wattamolla Rd Wattamolla, 2535
Lic No. 46822C
ABN 76 031 101 072

Please phone
44 651 621

Ian McLean
Phone/Fax 4464 3267
Mobile 0427 643 267

Kangaroo Valley Security
Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

This space could be yours
Please phone
David Spence

44 651 621
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Water management Trivia goes to the Oscars
(Continued from page 16)

Scheme in Coonemia, Premier Carr is stealing
our water savings and doing nothing to find
viable solutions for the city of Sydney,” Mrs
Gash said.
“His solution is to use the water saved in the
Shoalhaven to supplement his own
Government’s failure to act on urban water
reform and provide adequate supplies for the
people of Sydney.
“Premier Carr, it’s time you were serious about
doing something about urban water reform in
Australia’s biggest city - stealing water from
the Shoalhaven is not an acceptable solution in
the 21st Century.”
Mr Hunt said: “The REMS project at
Coonemia is a demonstration of what could be
a viable solution to Sydney’s water problems if
Premier Carr allowed Sydney’s wastewater to
be recycled and reused for agriculture and
industry.”
“The REMS project is an excellent example of
how water reform offers a benefit to industry,
agriculture and the environment.
This project delivers 1500 million litres of
recycled water to industry and agriculture and
takes the pressure off potable water sources.
“Indeed, the Shoalhaven project is a model for
the rest of Australia on how water can be
recycled.
“Sydney Water dumps 400 billion litres of
primary treated sewerage off the coast at
Manly, Bondi and Malabar each year and two
billion litres of raw treated sewerage off the
cliffs at Vaucluse.
“With Sydney’s dam levels already below 40%
Premier Carr and Minister Sartor must answer
the question – how much worse does the
situation have to get before they get serious on
urban water reform and recycling?”

It’s the night of nights when two great
traditions collide. KV Public School’s
annual Trivia Night takes on the theme
of the Oscars.
And what fun it is.
Dress up, dress down – but just get dressed
and join us for a night full of fun, thrills,
and nail-biting suspense that only the High
Drama of Trivia can offer.
To be held at the KV Hall
Saturday 17 September, from 7 pm.
Tell your PA to get the details down in your
organiser – or else!

There will be questions to tease and bother
every intellect, fancy and hobby-horse.
Come see the stars, both local and overseas, or
come as one yourself.
To limber up your senses for the night, watch
this space for teasers over the next two editions
of the Voice.
People with three correct answers can enter the
lucky door draw on the night.
Question 1(a) – Who plays Dirty Dan, ‘the
pump out man’ in the locally produced
blockbuster of the same name?
(b) – What is the maximum time between
pump-outs that Shoalhaven Council allows?

Call for capital grants applications
Shoalhaven City Council has announced that
the NSW Department of Tourism, Sport and
Recreation has recently opened its 2005-2006
Capital Assistance Program
The Department is inviting applications from
local sporting groups and clubs for capital
assistance to construct, install or enhance
facilities at sporting venues across the City.
The Shoalhaven has benefited widely from this
program during the 2004-2005 assistance
period and was successful in gaining grant
funding for …
! !!!!!!!!!!!! $10,000 for floodlighting upgrade at
the Park Road Netball Complex, East Nowra;
! !!!!!!!!!!!! $20,000 for the expansion of the
Nowra Croquet facility;
! !!!!!!!!!!!! $10,000 for irrigation system at the
Thompson Street Sports Complex, Sussex Inlet.
Shoalhaven City Council’s Recreation and
Strategy Officer, James Harris, said a critical
component often overlooked in a Capital
Assistance Program application is the club’s
ability to demonstrate support for a project and

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINATION REMINDER

link the project to “other” in-kind or funding
sources.
“In the assessment phase of this Capital
Assistance Program, significant weighting is
also given to projects that can demonstrate a
connection to a sporting/recreation plan, Local
Government plan or other information deemed
relevant,” Mr Harris added.
Mr Harris also reminded potential applicants
that the Shoalhaven Sports Board must
prioritise Capital Assistance Program funding
applications before the program’s closing date,
July 31, 2005.
“In accordance with this process, Council will
require application details by July 15, 2005,”
Mr Harris added.
To assist clubs and committees to develop a
Capital Assistance Program application, or
for more information on the program,
contact Council’s Sports Field Officer
Gary Girdlestone (02) 4429 3425
or Recreation and Strategy Officer
James Harris (02) 4429 3372.

31 December 2004 are eligible for
free pneumococcal vaccine through a
catch-up program that runs in 2005.
The National Childhood Pneumococcal Who is eligible to receive free pneumococcal
The number of doses required for
vaccine?
Vaccination program which started in
catch-up vaccination varies
!
!!!!
Infants
born
from
1
January
2005
are
January this year, provides free vaccine
depending on the age at which the
eligible
to
receive
free
pneumococcal
through a child’s immunisation
first does was given.
conjugate vaccine (Prevenar®) at 2,
provider.
!!!!!! Children in specific high risk groups,
4, and 6 months of age along with
Below are examples of the commonly asked
continue to be eligible for free
other vaccines scheduled at that time.
questions and their answers about the program.
vaccine.
! !!!! Children born from 1 January 2003 to
Where can I get the free vaccine?
!!!!!! Free pneumococcal vaccine is
available from general practitioners
and other immunisation providers.
!!!!!! GPs and other immunisation
providers and pharmacists will still
charge consultancy fees.
Do I need a prescription from my doctor?
!!!!!! No, as of 1 January 2005, you do not
need a prescription first.
If my child is born prior to January 2005 but
doesn’t receive the first does of vaccine until
late 2005, and therefore the remaining doses
are due in 2006, will these still be free under
the program?
!!!!!! No. The catch-up component of the
program only runs this year, 2005.
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date!

Special events July 2005
Saturday 17 September
Trivia night at KV Hall
Saturday 24th September
OPEN DAY Pioneer Museum Park
11 am to 3 pm.

Saturday July 16
CWA Teddy Bear and Doll show
11 am to 4 pm

Saturday 12th November
9.30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Open Garden,
"Emily Cottage" Kangaroo Valley

July 30
Winter Dance with The Camels - 7:30 pm till late

Organisations are invited to use this page to claim the date
for any events they are planning, so as to avoid doubling up
and clashes with other groups.
Contact Janette Gale 44 652 185

Monthly events
Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – Bill Chittick 4465 1242
Senior Citizen’s Meeting - 10.15 am – Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club.
A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Betty Allan 4465 1154
Historical Society – 1 pm – Pioneer Farm – Gerry Garrett 4465 1419.

Tues (1st)
Tues (2nd)

CWA 11.00 am to 12.30 pm followed by a shared lunch and handicraft session.
Pre School Meeting

Wed (1st)
Wed (4th)

Pioneer Farm Landcare 1.30 to 3.30 pm, Tess Heighes 4422 7147
Pioneer Farm working bee 10 am to 2 pm Bring tools to suit your expertise

Thurs (2nd)
Fri (1st)
Fri (1st)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School
Environment Group – 3.30 pm – Pioneer Farm – Peter Stanton 4465 1688
Pioneer Farm Landcare 1 - 3 pm. Tess Heighes 4422 7147
Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare 9 to 11am near picnic area.Tess Heighes 4422 7147

Fri (2nd)

View Club Gen Meeting & Luncheon – 12 pm – Hampden Bridge Café

Sat (1st)

Environment Workbee – 9 to 10-30 am Tennis Courts – Tess Heighes 4422 7147

Sat (last)
Sat (3rd)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482
9-11am for Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare, meet at Upper

Kangaroo Valley Hall
Family Friendly Contemporary Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Family Evening Service 6-30 pm Uniting Church 4464 1034
Sun (2nd)
Communion & Traditional Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Communion Service
9 am
Uniting Church
4464 1034
Sun (3rd to 5th) Worship Service
9 am
Uniting Church
4464 1034
Sun (last)
Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140
Sun (1st)

Bi-weekly events
Tuesday (2nd & 4th)
Thursday (1st & 3rd)
Friday (1st Friday & 3rd)
Friday (1st even months)

Lions Club Al Fresco – 7 pm Carolyn Green 4465 1384
Men’s Group 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 44651056
Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare Group Les Mitchell 4465 1564
Environment Group – 3-30 pm Pioneer Farm -Chris Nobel 4465 1285

Weekly events
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990
Mon – Sat Mass St. Joseph’s 6.30 am
Mon
Bingo – 7 pm KVB&RC
Mon
1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Mon&Wed 10-12 am Women's Bible Study Anglican Residence 44651585
Mon Wed Thurs 1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44651585
Mon
Mon low-mod intensity exercise
class Hall 8.45 am 4447 8332
Tues
9 am Association Croquet
Tues Men's Bowling - 1.30 pm, Casual
Contact Club 4465 1175 & leave name
Tues
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga 44 651 364
Tues
Cuppa & kids Sunday School Hall 10am
Wed
Tai Chi Hall 8.30 am 4447 8332
Wed
Croquet Club 9 am Valley Club
Wed
Rural Fire Service Training at Shed 6pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact 44 651364
Wed
K.V. Police Station - 10 am to
6 pm for enquiries 4465 1144.
Thurs
5 pm Golf Croquet
Exercise Class 9-15 am KV Hall
Walking group P.O. 10 am
Fri
2 pm Association Croquet
Fri
9.30 am Pilates 44651918
Sun
Bowling Club - 'Barefoot Bowls'
From 11.00 am
Sun
KV Rural Fire Service Training –
Fire Shed 9 am
Sun
Anglican Church Service 9.30 am
Sunday School 9.30 am
Sun
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
Sun
Uniting Church Worship 9 am (2nd to
5th Sun) and Worship 6.30 pm (1st)

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered free to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $36 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- Pioneer Farm, Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone/facsimile (02) 4465 1521
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
EMERGENCIES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Public School
Mark McCarthy 4465 1182
Ambulance
000
P&C
Liz Aitken
4465 1847
Poisons
13 1126
Scots College
Ian Boyle
4465 1089
Integral Energy
13 1003
Bomaderry High Marylin Henderson4421 0699
Lifeline
13 1114
Anglican Church Graham Castle
4465 1585
Fire
000
Sunday School Irene Dunn
4465 1056
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Cuppa and kids Shannon Chittick 4465 1367
Nigel Lewis
4446 0638
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910 Tennis Club
Greg Thompson 4465 1531
Uniting Church Graham Bird
4464 1034 Cricket Club
Golf Club
Chris Firth
4464 2424
Canoe Club
Graeme Mounsey 4465 1597
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
Penny Anderson 4465 1543
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248 Pony Club
4465 1341
Lions
Tony Barnett
4465 1800 Ladies Bowling Margery Good
4465 1035
V.I.E.W. Club
Betty Allan
4465 1154 Men’s Bowling Phillip Chittick
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
C.W.A.
Win Palmer
4465 1649 Fishing Club
Heather Kelly
4465 1608
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357 Croquet Club
Environment
Chris Nobel
4465 1285
Wires
4862 1788
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AGES & STAGES
Nursing Mothers Karen Beeston
Cubs/Scouting
Cathy Gorman
Senior Citizens
Majorie Good
Seniors Group
Deborah Butler

4465 1098
4465 1540
4465 1341
4421 0975

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew
4465 1482
Pioneer Farm
Elaine Apperley 4465 1306
Historical Society Gerry Garrett
4465 1419
Osborne Park/Hall J. Lenz
4465 1272
A & H Society
Betty Allan
4465 1154
K.V.Rural Fire S Bill Chittick
4465 1242
Tourist Assn
John Payne
4465 2123
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Rock-Wallaby
John Jordan
4465 1062
Alcholics Anonymous Rick
4465 1113
Upr/Rvr Prog Assn D. Loneragan 4465 1364
K.V.C.A..
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
44651756
Group Secretaries - please check & update details

Derek and Jeanne have recently extended the Gallery
and welcomed new local artists Myriam Kin-Yee,
Margaret Dimoff and John Hatton,
plus a new and exciting jewellery range.
Please feel free to browse

Shop 8/160 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
Phone 44 652 333—Open Friday to Sunday
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